Features & Benefits
Complement your CertainTeed Selects™ fence with an easy-care vinyl arbor. Choose from three elegant styles that add a personal touch to any outdoor setting.

• Easy assembly
• No tools required
• Virtually maintenance free
• Strong and durable
• Made in the U.S.A.

Aristocrat II
• Outside Dimension 91'h x 72'w x 31'd
• Inside Dimension 78-1/2'h x 58'w x 31'd
• Color: White

Beaumont
• Outside Dimension 96'h x 57'w x 32'd
• Inside Dimension 90'h x 49'w x 32'd
• Color: White

Vineyard Pergola
• Outside Dimension 93'h x 89'w x 54'd
• Inside Dimension 84'h x 48'w x 54'd
• Color: White
All vinyl fences are not created equal. CertainTeed Selects stands out from the competition with premium features found on professionally installed fence products. Don’t be fooled by imitators — take a closer look at what sets CertainTeed apart.

### Innovative styles, colors and textures
- Exclusive CertaGrain® authentic woodgrain texture
- Sierra Blend color recreates the natural beauty of stained cedar
- ColorLast® dark color fade protection for superior protection from the sun

### Steel reinforced bottom rail
- Engineered for outstanding strength and durability
- Reinforced with steel for a stronger, more rigid fence
- Reduced risk of sagging or bowing

### 8’ fence sections
- Less material and fewer posts than other fence products
- Large 8’ sections save on time, material and installation

### Tongue & groove picket connection
- CertainTeed Selects is a true privacy fence
- Pickets insert into a molded channel – not glued in place

### Distinctive Classic Curve deco rail design
- Larger 1-1⁄2” x 5-1⁄2” rail with the look of fine woodworking
- Delivers distinctive styling only available from CertainTeed

### Outstanding warranty protection
- Exceptional lifetime limited transferable warranty coverage
- Exclusive SureStart™ protection, which covers warranted repair and replacement costs — including labor — for the first five years after installation

### Manufactured by CertainTeed
- CertainTeed Selects are manufactured by CertainTeed, one of the nation's largest and most respected building products manufacturers
- CertainTeed has been a trusted name in building products for more than a century

### Class A rating for flame spread
- CertainTeed Selects features a Class A rating for flame spread, the best in the business

### Features & Benefits
- Thru-pickets slide into routed rail — no screws or rivets
- 11-3/8” tongue & groove pickets — wider pickets equals less installation time; tongue & groove feature eliminates section bracing
- Larger 8’ sections — require less labor and fewer posts than other fence products, providing a clean, continuous look
- Panel mounting brackets — easy to install and provide installers flexibility for field applications
- Pre-formed channel rails make privacy assembly a snap
- Convenient section packs
- Few parts and pieces — mounting brackets and blank posts eliminate complex parts list
- Simply choose your fence style, post and gate
- Steel reinforced bottom rail limits sagging
- Service 80% of your customers’ needs with top sellers and provide a full range of fence products with our custom order program
- “Good neighbor” design — attractive appearance on both sides of fence
- Tongue & groove picket design on privacy styles
- Distinctive deco rail delivers the look of crown molding
- Matching gates available
- Brookhaven brackets available in both vinyl and aluminum (aluminum brackets recommended for areas with extreme temperature variations)

### CertainTeed Selects Advantage Bracketed Systems

#### Newbury
- Size: 4’ high x 8’ wide
- Color: White
- Pickets: 7/8” x 3” thru-picket “good neighbor” design
- Picket Spacing: 2-15/16”

#### Scalloped Newbury
- Size: 4’ to 3-1/2’ high x 8’ wide
- Color: White
- Pickets: 7/8” x 3” thru-picket “good neighbor” design
- Picket Spacing: 2-15/16”

#### Brookhaven
- Size: 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Color: White
- Pickets: 5/8” x 11-3/8” tongue & groove

#### Brookhaven with Lattice
- Size: 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Color: White
- Pickets: 5/8” x 11-3/8” tongue & groove

Brookhaven bracketed fence styles are not recommended for areas where wind speeds exceed 60 mph. For high wind applications, the routed privacy system is recommended.
### Parts List

#### Newbury 4' x 8' white
- skus: 20351 Unassembled Section
  - 649575 Blank 4' x 4' x 75' Post
  - 60504 Bracket Pack
  - 262509 Pre-Assembled Gate
  - 70409 Gothic Post Cap

#### Scalloped Newbury 4' x 8' white
- skus: 203509 Unassembled Section
  - 649575 Blank 4' x 4' x 75' Post
  - 60504 Bracket Pack
  - 262510 Pre-Assembled Gate
  - 70409 Gothic Post Cap

#### Brookhaven 6' x 8' white
- skus: 218007 Unassembled Section
  - 5395096 Blank 5' x 5' x 96' Post
  - 60503 Bracket Pack
  - 60506 OR Aluminum Bracket Pack
  - 656038 Pre-Assembled Gate
  - 70416 Gothic Post Cap
  - 70418 OR Flat Cap - External

#### Brookhaven with Lattice 6' x 8' white
- skus: 218008 Unassembled Section
  - 5395096 Blank 5' x 5' x 96' Post
  - 60605 Bracket Pack
  - 60607 OR Aluminum Bracket Pack
  - 656038 Pre-Assembled Gate
  - 70416 Gothic Post Cap
  - 70418 OR Flat Cap - External

#### Optional Parts:
- 27614 Drop Pin Kit for double gates (holds gate open or shut) - black
- 70072 4' x 4' x 72' Aluminum Gate Post Stiffener
- 70095 5' x 5' x 94' Aluminum Gate Post Stiffener

Pre-assembled gates include 2 uprights, self-closing hinges, latch, brace and hardware.

---

### Planning Your Fence

**EXAMPLE**

To determine the materials you will need:

1. Select a fence style.
2. Diagram your fence plan and include measurements.
3. List measurements (in feet) and divide each by 8 feet (round up to nearest whole number).
4. Total all sides. This total equals number of fence sections and bracket packs needed.
5. Note total number of gates needed. Multiply by 2 for number of posts.
6. Add 1 to the total number of fence sections needed. Add number of gate posts needed. This is the total number of blank posts and post caps needed.
7. Create material list referencing Parts List to the left.

---

**To determine the materials you will need:**

1. Select a fence style.
2. Diagram your fence plan and include measurements.
3. List measurements (in feet) and divide each by 8 feet (for Newport, divide by 6) and round up to nearest whole number.
4. Total all sides. This total equals number of fence sections and bracket packs needed.
5. Note total number of gates needed. Multiply by 2 for number of posts.
6a. Add 1 to the total number of fence sections needed. Add number of gate posts needed. This is the total number of blank posts and post caps needed.
6b. Determine routed posts based on your fence layout.
7. Create material list.

---

**Your fence:**

1. Select a fence style.
2. Diagram your fence plan and include measurements.
3. List measurements (in feet) and divide each by 8 feet (for Newport, divide by 6) and round up to nearest whole number.
4. Total all sides. This total equals number of fence sections and bracket packs needed.
5. Note total number of gates needed. Multiply by 2 for number of posts.
6a. Add 1 to the total number of fence sections needed. Add number of gate posts needed. This is the total number of blank posts and post caps needed.
6b. Determine routed posts based on your fence layout.
7. Create material list.
Routed Systems

Features & Benefits

Privacy channeled rails
- Fence section can be racked to follow the slope of the terrain
- Ensures a safe, secure picket attachment with no glue or screws

Routed fence post
- Superior aesthetics
- More secure connection allows for thermal expansion season after season

Routed rails
- Fence section can be racked to follow the slope of the terrain
- Precision routed for a clean, professional finish
- Ensures a safe, secure picket attachment

Heavyweight pickets
- Provide superior impact strength, resist warping and oil canning of flat panel fence
- Offering includes both profile and tongue & groove designs

Steel reinforced bottom rail
- Limits sagging and bowing for a stronger fence
- Hour-glass design grips the end pickets to add stiffness

Arlington Smooth
- Sizes: 5’ & 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Colors: White, Almond (shown)
- Pickets: 7/8” x 7” tongue & groove

Arlington with Lattice
- Sizes: 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Colors: White, Almond
- Pickets: 7/8” x 7” tongue & groove

Arlington with CertaGrain® texture
- Sizes: 5’ & 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Color: Sierra Blend
- Pickets: 7/8” x 7” tongue & groove

Newport
- Sizes: 3’ & 4’ high x 6’ wide
- Color: White
- Pickets: 7/8” x 3” painted
- Picket Spacing: 2-7/16”

Scalloped Newport
- Sizes: 3’, 4’ & 5’ high x 6’ wide
- Color: White
- Pickets: 7/8” x 3” pointed
- Picket Spacing: 2-7/16”

Bel Air
- Sizes: 4’, 5’ & 6’ high x 8’ wide
- (5’ & 6’ height include midrail)
- Colors: White, Almond
- Pickets: 7/8” x 3”
- Picket Spacing: 7/16”

Wilshire
- Sizes: 3’, 4’, 5’ & 6’ high x 8’ wide
- (5’ & 6’ height include midrail)
- Colors: White, Almond
- Pickets: 7/8” x 1-1/2”
- Picket Spacing: 3-5/8”

Post & Rail Systems

Features & Benefits

CertainTeed’s Post & Rail fencing provides a safe, reliable enclosure for horses and other livestock. Available with CertaGrain texture, our post & rail fence offers the authentic look of painted wood fence with the durability, low maintenance and proven performance of CertainTeed’s premium vinyl design.

- Available in two finishes: CertaGrain and Smooth
- Safe and durable horse enclosure
- Economical and virtually maintenance free
- Made in the U.S.A.

Rails come in 1-1/2” x 5-1/2” size and 8’ and 16’ lengths, 8’ section width

CertaGrain texture only offered on 1-1/2” x 5-1/2” (Post & Rail styles - White only)

Smooth finish offered on 1-1/2” x 5-1/2” (Post & Rail styles - White and Almond colors)

Go with the Grain

CertaGrain provides an authentic, wood-like appearance you won’t find on any other vinyl fence products.

With our Sierra Blend “multi-chromatic” color, CertainTeed recreates the natural beauty of stained cedar in an easy-to-maintain vinyl design. Sierra Blend features CertainTeed’s exclusive ColorLast® fade protection. Sierra Blend is available in the Arlington routed privacy fence.

Go with the Grain

Arlington Smooth
- Sizes: 5’ & 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Colors: White, Almond (shown)
- Pickets: 7/8” x 7” tongue & groove

Arlington with Lattice
- Sizes: 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Colors: White, Almond
- Pickets: 7/8” x 7” tongue & groove

Arlington with CertaGrain® texture
- Sizes: 5’ & 6’ high x 8’ wide
- Color: Sierra Blend
- Pickets: 7/8” x 7” tongue & groove

Post & Rail Smooth
- Sizes: 2 rail, 3 rail & 4 rail
- Colors: White

Post & Rail with CertaGrain® texture
- Sizes: 2 rail, 3 rail & 4 rail
- Color: White

Spacing

For complete instruction detail, refer to CertainTeed Selects Installation Manual.

The lock ring secures the rail inside the post

CertaGrain provides an authentic, wood-like appearance you won’t find on any other vinyl fence products.

With our Sierra Blend “multi-chromatic” color, CertainTeed recreates the natural beauty of stained cedar in an easy-to-maintain vinyl design. Sierra Blend features CertainTeed’s exclusive ColorLast® fade protection. Sierra Blend is available in the Arlington routed privacy fence.

Go with the Grain